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ABSTRACT

The quantification of sea ice production in coastal polynyas is a key issue to understand the global climate

system. In this study, we directly compared Advanced Microwave Scanning Radiometer-EOS (AMSR-E)

data with the sea ice thickness distribution obtained from amooring observation during the winter of 2003 off

Sakhalin in the Sea of Okhotsk to evaluate the algorithm for estimation of sea ice thickness in coastal po-

lynyas. By using thermal ice thickness as a target physical quantity, we found that the obtained relationship

between the polarization ratio (PR) and ice thickness can provide an appropriate AMSR-E algorithm to

estimate thin ice thickness, irrespective of the uniform or nonuniform ice thickness field. The relationship

between the PR value and thermal ice thickness is likewise consistent with the local PR–thickness re-

lationship that is observed at individual ice floes. This is because both the PR value and thermal ice thickness

are more sensitive to thinner ice. Furthermore, we evaluated the method for detection of active frazil in a

coastal polynya by comparing with the mooring data, and subsequently modified it to classify the coastal

polynya into three thin ice types, namely, active frazil, thin solid ice, and mixed ice (mixture of active frazil

and thin solid ice). The improved algorithm successfully represents the thermal ice thickness even for a

relatively small-scale polynya off Sakhalin and is expected to be useful for better quantification of sea ice

production in the global ocean owing to its high versatility.

1. Introduction

Sea ice production in coastal polynyas is a key process

in the global climate system. Coastal polynyas are areas

of thin ice or open water sustained by divergent ice

motion due to wind and ocean currents (Barber and

Massom 2007). During the winter, heat loss in coastal

polynyas is one or two orders of magnitude greater
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than that in the surrounding thicker sea ice areas (Maykut

1978), and high ice production occurs in such limited

areas. A large coastal polynya frequently forms off

Ross Ice Shelf and Cape Darnley in the Southern

Hemisphere, and in the northwest shelf of Okhotsk

Sea in the Northern Hemisphere (Ohshima et al. 2016).

Due to the large amount of brine rejection associated

with high ice production, dense shelf water (DSW) is

subsequently formed in the coastal polynya (Morales

Maqueda et al. 2004). DSW formation is thought to be

the main source of ventilation of water masses such as

the Antarctic Bottom Water (Orsi et al. 1999) and the

North Pacific Intermediate Water (Warner et al. 1996;

Shcherbina et al. 2003). Furthermore, it has been re-

ported that the Antarctic BottomWater and the North

Pacific Intermediate Water have become warmer and

less saline during the last 50 years (Nakanowatari et al.

2007; Purkey and Johnson 2012). These changes suggest

weakening of the overturning circulation, which may be

associated with the reduction of sea ice production in

coastal polynyas.

A typical coastal polynya has a width of 10–100km

from the coastline and greatly varies from day to day.

To track and analyze temporal variations in coastal

polynyas, many studies have employed satellite-based

passive microwave radiometers that can observe the

entire globe almost every day regardless of darkness or

cloudiness. The passive microwave radiometer measures

vertically and horizontally polarized brightness temper-

atures (TBV and TBH, respectively) at a given frequency.

The polarization ratio of microwave radiation [PR value,

defined as PR5 (TBV 2 TBH)/(TBV 1 TBH)] decreases

as sea ice thickens (Steffen and Maslanik 1988; Steffen

1991). Based on this characteristic, an algorithm that

classifies sea ice into three types of new ice, young ice,

and first-year ice, was developed using brightness tem-

peratures derived from Special SensorMicrowave Imager

(SSM/I) with a spatial resolution of;25km, and applied to

the Bering Sea (Cavalieri 1994) and the Sea of Okhotsk

(Martin et al. 1998; Kimura and Wakatsuchi 1999). The

amount of sea ice production in coastal polynyas can

be obtained by heat budget calculation using thin ice

thickness under the assumption that all heat loss from

the ocean to the atmosphere is used for the freezing

of seawater. Although this assumption implicitly ig-

nores heat from the deeper ocean, it is reasonably valid

because the temperature of entire water column is

expected to be close to the freezing point (21.88C)
over the shallow shelf region (#200m), where coastal

polynyas frequently form, as observed in the northwest

shelf of the Sea of Okhotsk (Shcherbina et al. 2003).

The first quantification of sea ice production has been

acquired for the Sea of Okhotsk using uniform ice

thickness assumptions as 0.05m for new ice, 0.2m for

young ice, and 0.8m with 0.16m snow for first-year ice

(Ohshima et al. 2003).

Thin ice thickness itself is also obtained from satellite-

based passive microwave radiometers. Martin et al.

(2004) developed an algorithm that estimates sea

ice thickness up to 0.2 m in the Chukchi Sea,

from the comparison between the ratio of bright-

ness temperatures at vertically/horizontally polarized

37-GHz channels of SSM/I, R37 [R37 5 TB37V/TB37H 5
(1 1 PR37)/(1 2 PR37)], and thermal ice thickness ob-

tained from Advanced Very High Resolution Radiom-

eter (AVHRR) infrared data (Yu and Rothrock 1996;

Drucker et al. 2003). Thermal ice thickness is a hypo-

thetical value of sea ice thickness satisfying the condi-

tion that conductive heat flux in sea ice and heat loss

from the ocean to the atmosphere are balanced in a

certain area under the assumption of uniform sea ice

cover. The thermal ice thickness is suitable for heat

budget calculation in the estimation of sea ice pro-

duction, even if the sea ice field is not uniform within a

footprint of satellite-based observation. Similar algo-

rithms that use the PR value have also been developed

and used for global mapping of sea ice production

(Tamura et al. 2007, 2008; Tamura and Ohshima 2011).

Additionally, the thin ice thickness algorithm for SSM/I

enabled long-term analyses of sea ice production since

1988 (Tamura and Ohshima 2011; Kashiwase et al.

2014; Tamura et al. 2016). After the Advanced Mi-

crowave Scanning Radiometer for EOS (AMSR-E)

was launched in May 2002, passive microwave radiom-

eter data with a finer spatial resolution of;12.5 km have

been available for the estimation of thin ice thickness

and quantification of sea ice production in coastal po-

lynyas (Martin et al. 2005; Nihashi et al. 2009; Iwamoto

et al. 2013, 2014; Nihashi and Ohshima 2015). Similar

approaches are also implemented for AMSR2 (Cho

et al. 2016; Nihashi et al. 2017) and Soil Moisture and

Ocean Salinity (SMOS; Huntemann et al. 2014; Tian-

Kunze et al. 2014). Regarding the estimation of sea ice

production, finer mapping was recently conducted us-

ing clear-sky Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectro-

radiometer (MODIS) data in theArctic Ocean (Preußer
et al. 2016) and the Southern Ocean (Paul et al. 2015).

The thin sea ice region in coastal polynyas can roughly

be divided into two types: active frazil and thin solid ice

areas (Nakata et al. 2019). The active frazil area, which is a

mixture of frazil/grease ices and openwater, appears under

turbulent conditions. While thin solid ice area, which is oc-

cupied by nilas or thin level ice including consolidated

ice from frazil/pancake ices, appears under relatively calm

conditions. Nakata et al. (2019) comparedmultiple satellite-

based observations—Advanced Synthetic Aperture Radar
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(ASAR) with a spatial resolution of ;150m, MODIS

with a spatial resolution of ;1km, and AMSR-E—and

showed that the characteristics of microwave radiation at

active frazil area greatly differ from those at thin solid ice

area. They further developed a high accuracy thin ice

thickness algorithm for AMSR-E by incorporating the

classification of sea ice into active frazil and thin solid ice.

The relationship between the PR value and sea ice

thickness (PR–hi relationship) used for thin ice thick-

ness algorithms is based on the fact that the microwave

radiation at the top of the sea ice surface reflects the

brine volume within the ice surface layer, which is cor-

related with physical sea ice thickness (Cox and Weeks

1974; Grenfell and Comiso 1986). This relationship was

confirmed by simultaneous observations of sea ice sam-

pling and ship-based passivemicrowave radiometer in the

Cape Bathurst Polynya (Hwang et al. 2007). In principle,

the PR–hi relationship should be valid only for uniform

sea ice. However, the satellite-based passive microwave

radiometer practically observes many kinds of sea ice

floes within a footprint of tens of kilometers size. Previ-

ous studies have developed thin ice thickness algorithms

using nighttime and clear-sky infrared data derived from

AVHRRorMODISunder the assumption of uniform ice

thickness distribution in coastal polynyas. In other words,

it has not been confirmed whether the thin ice thickness

algorithm is applicable under conditions of nonuniform

sea ice, daytimemeasurement, or cloudy/snowfall weathers.

To solve these problems, it is indispensable to use

in situ comparison data of sea ice thickness with high

spatial or temporal resolution that can provide a de-

tailed description of the distribution of sea ice within

the footprint.

In this paper, we aim to verify and develop the thin ice

thickness algorithm for AMSR-E based on the physical

sea ice thickness distribution data obtained from a

mooring observation off Sakhalin in the winter of 2003

(Fukamachi et al. 2009). Since the spatial and temporal

resolutions of AMSR-E are greatly different from those

in the mooring observation, we begin by establishing a

method to compare these very different datasets. This

study also offers a challenge to elucidate how the satellite-

based passive microwave radiometer captures non-

uniform conditions of sea ice within the footprint, or

more specifically, what characteristics of nonuniform

conditions of sea ice are represented by the PR value.

2. Data and methods

a. Mooring data

In situ observation data used in this paper are ob-

tained from a pair of moorings deployed ;18 km off

northern Sakhalin (528430N, 1438340E, depicted by a

cross symbol in Fig. 1) from 27 December 2002 to

12 June 2003 (Fukamachi et al. 2009). For the obser-

vation, one mooring contained the Ice Profiling Sonar

(IPS; ASL Environmental Science IPS4 420 kHz), and

another contained the acoustic Doppler current pro-

filer (ADCP; RD Instruments WH-Sentinel 300 kHz)

and the conductivity–temperature (CT) recorder (Seabird

SBE-37). The two moorings were deployed;120m apart

to avoid possible acoustic interference, and all three

instruments were placed at 24-m depth. In the fol-

lowing descriptions, we treated them as the observa-

tion at the same location. The IPS sampling intervals

were 1 s for range data (distance from the instrument

to the bottom of sea ice) and 30 s for pressure and tilt

data. The ADCP measured velocities of sea ice drift

and water column using the bottom- and water-tracking

mode, respectively (Melling et al. 1995). The CT ob-

servation data were used for the calculation of sound

velocity. Further details are described in Fukamachi

et al. (2009).

FIG. 1. Locations of themooring site (black cross), and automatic

weather stations near the mooring site (orange triangle) and Chaivo

(magenta square). Blue, green, and red oval shapes indicate sizes of

the footprint of AMSR-E at 19-, 36-, and 89-GHz channel, re-

spectively. Shadings indicate the bathymetry from the ETOPO1

1 arc-minute global relief model (https://doi.org/10.7289/V5C8276M).
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Data processing methods of this study essentially

follow the previous studies (Melling et al. 1995; Melling

and Riedel 1995, 1996; Strass 1998; Fukamachi et al.

2003, 2006, 2009; 2017; Behrendt et al. 2013). The sea

ice draft is obtained from the IPS range data, with

sea level pressure data observed every hour by the

automatic weather station at Chaivo (square symbol

in Fig. 1). The time series of sea ice draft is shown in

Fig. 2a. The accuracy of IPS draft measurement is esti-

mated to be within 60.05m (Fukamachi et al. 2009).

Although the mooring observation lasted until early

June, we used only the data up to 31 March to focus on

FIG. 2. Time series of physical quantities of sea ice, atmosphere, and AMSR-E at the

mooring site. (a) Sea ice draft from IPS, (b) ice drift velocity from ADCP, (c) pseudospatial

series of sea ice thickness distribution from the combination of IPS and ADCP data, (d) sea

ice detection ratio of IPS, namely, CIPS, (e)–(g) 2-m air temperature, total column water

vapor, and total column liquid water from ERA-Interim, and (h) PR values from AMSR-E

19-, 36-, and 89-GHz channels. The gray shading indicates the timings of snowfall observed

near the mooring site (triangle in Fig. 1).
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the winter season when the formation of coastal polynya

occurs.

In this study, we compared the AMSR-E data with

detailed sea ice thickness distribution obtained by the

mooring observation. Since we focus on thin sea ice,

conversion from the draft measured by IPS to the ice

thickness was carried out under the assumption of isos-

tasy with fixed values of snow thickness and densities

of seawater and sea ice as 0m, 1026.5 kgm23, and

920 kgm23, respectively. To treat the sea ice thickness

data at a certain spatial scale, it is necessary to create the

pseudospatial series of sea ice thickness by combining

the time series of thickness and drift velocity of sea ice

at the mooring site. A continuous time series of sea ice

velocity is needed for this purpose. The ADCP velocity

measurement with a sampling interval at 20min, how-

ever, sometimes exhibits data gaps. Such data gaps were

filled by a multilinear regression of ice velocity against

near-surface water velocity from the uppermost ADCP

bin (5–7m deep) and the surface wind measured at

Chaivo weather station, as described in Fukamachi et al.

(2009). The continuous time series of ice drift velocity

obtained by this method is shown in Fig. 2b. The accu-

racy of ice drift velocity is less than 0.01ms21.

Off the east coast of Sakhalin, the southward East

Sakhalin Current is dominant (Mizuta et al. 2003), and

this has also been confirmed by the ice drift velocity data

(Fig. 2b). Hence, in this study, we created a dataset of

pseudospatial series of sea ice thickness by using only

the southward component of ice drift velocity data. This

dataset contains information on ice thickness for every

0.5m of sea ice advection to the south (Fig. 2c). If the

temporal change in sea ice thickness is negligible, the

dataset provides a meridional distribution of sea ice

thickness. Figure 3a is an example of meridional sea ice

thickness distribution at the time of AMSR-E observa-

tion at 1559 UTC 17 February 2003. For comparison, we

used the meridional thickness distribution in the range

of 63 km centered at the AMSR-E observational lati-

tude, which corresponds to the 12 001 segments of sea ice

FIG. 3. (a) Meridional distribution of sea ice thickness obtained from the combination of IPS and ADCP ob-

servations and (b) spatial distribution of PR89 from AMSR-E near the mooring site (white cross), at 1559 UTC

17 Feb 2003, when a coastal polynya appeared. The blue shading in (a) indicates the area (12 001 segments of the ice

thickness data) corresponding to the footprint of AMSR-E observation.
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thickness, as shown by the blue shading in Fig. 3a. These

data are regarded as being representative of sea ice

thickness distribution in the AMSR-E footprint, where

zonal changes in the sea ice thickness distribution are

assumed to be negligible. This pseudospatial series of sea

ice thickness data corresponds to the time series of 64h

from the observational time when the ice drift velocity is

assumed to be constant at 0.2ms21 to the south.

In the present study, we assume that sea ice con-

centration at the mooring site is maintained at 100%

during the winter. Since the heat flux at the mooring

site is almost always from the ice/ocean to the atmo-

sphere until the end of March (Fukamachi et al. 2009),

the freezing of seawater will occur immediately when

the open water area is formed by divergent ice motion

caused by the wind or ocean currents. However, it

should be noted that the IPS cannot detect frazil ice

and solid ice with a thickness smaller than the obser-

vational accuracy of;0.05m. Figure 2d shows the time

series of the ratio of sea ice detection by IPS mea-

surement (CIPS) at the time of AMSR-E observation

nearest to the mooring site. Here CIPS is defined as the

ratio of segments where sea ice is detected within 12001

segments of the AMSR-E footprint. When CIPS is close

to 100%, it can be assumed that solid ice is predomi-

nant within the footprint. While, when CIPS is small, it

is difficult to distinguish whether the footprint is cov-

ered with frazil ice or solid ice thinner than the lower

limit of IPS ice detection. In this study, we assume a

constant ice thickness of 0.02m in the case of no ice

detection by IPS, which corresponds to a typical ther-

mal ice thickness of frazil ice (Nakata et al. 2019). This

assumption does not affect our results significantly, as

we mainly use the case of CIPS $ 95% (where mean

CIPS exceeds 98%). Even if the assumed constant ice

thickness for no ice detection is changed to 0–0.04m,

this results in only62% change in thermal ice thickness

for the case when CIPS $ 95%.

b. AMSR-E data

We used the AMSR-E/Aqua L2A global swath spa-

tially resampled brightness temperatures, version 3

(Ashcroft and Wentz 2013) at 19-, 36-, and 89-GHz,

derived directly from the Level 1A observation without

spatial averaging. The AMSR-E observes the area near

the mooring site twice in 24 h, in the daytime and

nighttime (around 0200 and 1600 UTC, respectively).

Footprint sizes of the 19-, 36-, and 89-GHz observa-

tions are 16 km 3 27 km, 8 km 3 14 km, and 4 km 3
6 km, respectively, and depicted by oval shapes in

Fig. 1. To compare the AMSR-E observation with sea

ice thickness distribution on the same spatial scale, we

conducted optimal interpolation for 19- and 36-GHz

data into the 4 km 3 6 km footprint to fit the 89-GHz

footprint, using the Backus–Gilbert method (Poe 1990;

Hunewinkel et al. 1998).

Generally, satellite-based passive microwave radiome-

ter data contain information on atmospheric radiation as

well asmicrowave radiation at the sea ice surface (Mätzler
1992). The brightness temperature observed by AMSR-E

is expressed by the following equation (Wentz 1997),

TB5TB
u
1 t[ET

s
1 (12E)TB

d
] , (1)

where TBu and TBd are upward and downward atmo-

spheric radiations, respectively, and t is the transmit-

tance of the atmosphere. The termsE and Ts denote the

emissivity and temperature at the sea ice surface aver-

aged over the AMSR-E footprint, respectively. Pre-

vious thin ice thickness algorithms have used MODIS

or AVHRR at clear-sky and nighttime conditions to

derive the PR–hi relationship. In these cases, the in-

fluence of atmospheric radiation can be regarded as a

small constant. Meanwhile, the present study uses the

mooring data obtained regardless of weather conditions,

which provides bias-free data while needs to consider

the influence of atmospheric radiation onAMSR-E data

for comparison.

Here we calculate TBu, TBd, and t using a simple

radiative transfer model (Wentz and Meissner 2000)

for every timing of the AMSR-E observation, and

correct them to adjust the reference condition of 2-m

air temperature of2108C and total column water vapor

of 0mm.We used the atmospheric data from theECMWF

interim reanalysis (ERA-Interim) dataset with a 6-h in-

terval and a spatial resolution of 0.758 3 0.758 (Dee et al.

2011). Figures 2e and 2f indicate the time series of 2-m

air temperature and total column water vapor linearly

interpolated at the AMSR-E footprint nearest to the

mooring site. The Ts was obtained from the heat bud-

get calculation using the sea ice thickness distribution

and ERA-Interim data. In this paper, heat budget cal-

culation was conducted in a manner similar to Ohshima

et al. (2003), and detailed procedures will be described

later in this paper. The E was obtained using Ts, TBu,

TBd, and t, from the transformation of Eq. (1), as

follows (Mathew et al. 2009),

E5
TB2TB(E5 0)

TB(E5 1)2TB(E5 0)
. (2)

Although the exact atmospheric correction should in-

corporate the cloud liquid water (Fig. 2g), we omit this

because cloud liquid water is poorly represented in

current numerical weather prediction models (Andersen

et al. 2006; Ivanova et al. 2015).Also,weused the automatic
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weather station data near the mooring site (triangle

in Fig. 1) to judge the snowfall condition. Snowfall

information obtained every half day is indicated by

gray shadings in Fig. 2. When snowfall is observed at

the time close to the AMSR-E observation, we regard

that the sample is obtained under the snowfall con-

dition. Microwave radiation can be strongly affected

by snow at the sea ice surface under such conditions.

Furthermore, the timing of snowfall corresponds well

to that of a relatively large cloud liquid water (Fig. 2g).

The PR values after the atmospheric correction are

shown in Fig. 2h. By this atmospheric correction, PR

values have increased by about 2% for 19- and 36-GHz

channels, and by about 10% for the 89-GHz channel.

c. Direct comparison between AMSR-E data and ice
thickness distribution within the footprint

Here we show the case at 1559 UTC 17 February 2003,

when a coastal polynya formed around the mooring site,

as indicated by the sea ice thickness distribution in

the AMSR-E footprint (see Fig. 3a). In accordance

with polynya formation, the PR exhibits a relatively

high value around the mooring site (Fig. 3b). Previous

thin ice thickness algorithms implicitly assume that

coastal polynyas have relatively uniform ice thickness

distributions (Tamura et al. 2007; Nihashi et al. 2009;

Iwamoto et al. 2013). However, the mooring observa-

tion indicates that sea ice with a thickness exceeding

1m frequently appears even in the coastal polynya. If the

PR–hi relationship can be expressed by a linear function,

even for the nonuniform sea ice case, the relationship

between the averages of physical ice thickness and PR

value should be the same as that of the uniform ice case.

In reality, the PR–hi relationship is more sensitive for

thinner sea ice, as it is approximated by an exponential

function in several studies (Martin et al. 2004, 2005;

Iwamoto et al. 2013, 2014; Nihashi and Ohshima 2015;

Nihashi et al. 2017; Nakata et al. 2019). Thus, the PR

value tends to be affected more by thinner ice under con-

ditions of nonuniform sea ice within the footprint. There-

fore, it is important to investigate whether the thin ice

thickness algorithm derived from the PR–hi relationship

is applicable under conditions of nonuniform sea ice.

To evaluate the thin ice thickness algorithm for non-

uniform sea ice cover, we compared AMSR-E data with

sea ice thickness distribution obtained from themooring

observation in two ways. One way is to extract the

‘‘local’’ PR–hi relationship, which can best explain the

observed PR value in terms of ice thickness distribution

within the AMSR-E footprint. If the local PR–hi re-

lationship shown by the in situ observation is valid for

small segments of the nonuniform sea ice cover, the

PR value observed at a certainAMSR-E footprint should

agree with the average of PR values corresponding to

the physical ice thicknesses of all the segments within

that AMSR-E footprint. Based on this concept, the local

relationship can be obtained by identifying the PR–hi
relationship that best fits the PR value observed by

AMSR-E (PROBS) and the PR value predicted from

physical ice thickness distribution using that relation-

ship (PRPRE). The other way is to calculate the ther-

mal ice thickness of the nonuniform sea ice cover

and compare it with PROBS. Then, we can obtain the

‘‘bulk’’ relationship as previously done in the devel-

opment of thin ice thickness algorithms. In previous

studies, thin ice thickness algorithm estimates the ther-

mal ice thickness and provides a useful input for the

quantification of the heat budget and sea ice production

in coastal polynyas (Iwamoto et al. 2014; Fukamachi et al.

2017). We also compared thermal ice thickness with the

AMSR-E PR value in a method similar to previous

studies, but independent of observational timing and

weather conditions, which is the advantage of this study.

The overall procedure is shown as a flowchart in Fig. 4,

while the procedure will be described in more detail in

section 3.

Here, we describe the specific procedure to obtain

the thermal ice thickness from the heat budget cal-

culation. For atmospheric input data, we used the air

temperature and dewpoint temperature at 2m, wind

speed at 10m, sea level pressure, and total cloud cover

from ERA-Interim. Total heat loss from the ice surface

(FI) and conductive heat flux in ice (FC) are expressed

by the following equations,

FI52(12a)SW1LN1 SE1LA, (3)

FC5 k
i

(T
b
2T

s
)

h
i

, (4)

where a is the albedo of sea ice, SW is shortwave radi-

ation, LN is net longwave radiation, SE is sensible heat

flux, LA is latent heat flux, and ki 5 2.04Wm21K21 is

the thermal conductivity of sea ice. Here Ts and Tb are

the surface and bottom temperatures of sea ice, respec-

tively; Tb is assumed to be at the freezing point (21.88C).
Albedos for new ice (hi # 0.1m), young ice (0.1m , hi #

0.2m), and first-year ice (hi . 0.2m) are set to 0.27, 0.36,

and 0.7, respectively (Maykut 1986; Allison et al. 1993;

Toyota et al. 1999). We used empirical formulas (Kim

andKimura 1995) for the calculation of SW and LN, and

bulk formulas (Kondo 1975) for the calculation of SE

and LA. For the calculation of LN, SE, and FC, the ice

surface temperature Ts needs to be determined.

In this paper, we calculatedTsm that satisfies FIm5 FCm,

where subscript m indicates a segment of pseudospatial
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series of sea ice thickness distribution. Then, we aver-

aged them over the AMSR-E footprint (corresponding

to the 12001 segments of sea ice thickness distribution),

and calculated the thermal ice thickness ht by the

following equation,

h
t
5 k

i

T
b
2T

sm

FC
m

. (5)

Hereinafter, we refer to the thermal ice thickness in the

AMSR-E footprint calculated from the IPS ice thickness

distribution data as the IPS thermal ice thickness.

Since the heat flux over sea ice has the characteristic

of increasing nonlinearly as the thickness of sea ice de-

creases, large heat loss occurs in thin ice portions of the

nonuniform sea ice cover. Although thermal ice thick-

ness coincides with physical ice thickness under the

uniform sea ice condition, it is smaller than the average

of physical ice thickness (him) as the standard deviation

of physical ice thickness (SDhi) is larger. Figure 5a is a

scatterplot of averaged physical and thermal ice thick-

nesses calculated in the AMSR-E footprint, where the

color of symbol shows the range of standard deviation of

physical ice thickness. For the range of the averaged

physical ice thickness of#0.4m, the thermal ice thickness

becomes smaller by about 33% on average. Figure 5b

shows the scatterplot of standard deviation of physical

ice thickness, SDhi, versus difference between the aver-

ages of physical and thermal ice thickness, him 2 ht. The

least squares fitting gives him 2 ht 5 0:19SD2
hi
1 0:15SDhi

(n 5 133; R2 5 0.97; p value , 0.01). Although the case

of daytime (red symbols) shows slightly larger variance,

probably due to the uncertainty of shortwave radiation,

it exhibits no significant difference from the case of

nighttime (blue symbols) as confirmed by Welch’s t test

(n 5 107; t value 5 0.51; p value . 0.5). This suggests

that thermal ice thickness depends only on the dis-

tribution of physical sea ice thickness, regardless of

observational timing in daytime or nighttime.

3. Results

a. PR–hi relationship under nonuniform sea
ice conditions

First, we consider the local relationship between PR

value and physical sea ice thickness, shown by the blue

segment of the flowchart in Fig. 4.Assuming that a common

exponential relationship {him 5 exp[1/(aPRm 1b)]1 g}

is established in any segment of sea ice thickness data,

we are able to predict the PR value that will be observed

by AMSR-E as the average of PR values obtained from

the 12 001 segments of sea ice thickness data within the

AMSR-E footprint,

PR
PRE

5PR
m
5

1

a ln h
im
2g

� �2
b

a
. (6)

If the assumption on the PR–hi relationship and values

of a, b, and g, is appropriate, PRPRE should be matched

FIG. 4. Flowchart of the procedure for deriving the thin ice thickness algorithm. Blue and red shaded areas

correspond to the procedure to extract the local and bulk PR–hi relationships, respectively. Refer to the text for

abbreviations used in the chart.
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with PROBS in any case. In this paper, we calculated

PRPRE for 61 cases with CIPS $ 95% and no snowfall

condition, by changing a, b, and g, and then searched for

the best combination of these parameters thatminimizes

the root-mean-square difference between PRPRE and

PROBS, where the tie point of PR value at the open

water is fixed as 0.31, 0.24, and 0.17 for 19-, 36-, and

89-GHz channels, respectively (Markus and Cavalieri

2009). This search provides the following local relation-

ship for 19-, 36-, and 89-GHz channels,

h
i19
5 exp

�
1

86PR
19
2 0:9

�
2 1:04, (7)

h
i36
5 exp

�
1

103PR
36
2 0:8

�
2 1:04, and (8)

h
i89
5 exp

�
1

99PR
89

�
2 1:06. (9)

Figure 6 shows scatterplots of PR values observed by

AMSR-E and predicted from Eqs. (7)–(9). The color

of the symbol shows the range of CIPS. In the case of

CIPS $ 95% (filled circles), the bias of PRPRE against

PROBS is close to zero for all channels, while in the case

of CIPS , 95% (open circles), PRPRE is significantly bi-

ased toward larger values. This suggests the presence

of frazil ice having a different PR–hi relationship from

the thin solid ice (Nakata et al. 2019) in the case of lower

CIPS, which will be discussed later in this paper.

Next, we consider the bulk relationship between PR

value and nonuniform sea ice thickness distribution,

shown by the red segment of the flowchart in Fig. 4.

Within a footprint of AMSR-E, ice thickness distri-

bution deviates from uniformity to some extent even

in the coastal polynya (Fig. 3), and thus we examine

which features of nonuniform sea ice distribution are

reflected in PR values observed by AMSR-E. Here we

take notice of the concept of thermal ice thickness that

has been used in previous thin ice thickness algorithms.

As described above, both the PR value observed by

AMSR-E and thermal ice thickness are more signifi-

cantly affected by thinner sea ice portions within an

AMSR-E footprint. Therefore, the concept of ther-

mal ice thickness is expected to be convenient as a

bulk method for handling the nonuniform sea ice cover.

Figure 7 shows scatterplots of the PR value observed by

AMSR-E and IPS thermal ice thickness. Exponential

curves for the bulk relationships (black solid curves in

Fig. 7) can be obtained from the least squares method

for the case of CIPS $ 95% and ht # 0.4m, and are

expressed as follows,

h
t19
5 exp

�
1

70PR
19

�
2 1:05, (10)

h
t36
5 exp

�
1

84PR
36

�
2 1:05, and (11)

h
t89
5 exp

�
1

98PR
89

�
2 1:06, (12)

where the tie points of the PR value at open water are

fixed at the same values in the local relationships. Sur-

prisingly, we found that the bulk relationship obtained

FIG. 5. Comparison of physical sea ice thickness distribution with

thermal ice thickness. (a) Scatterplot of the averaged physical and

thermal ice thicknesses, where the color of the symbol shows the

range of standard deviation of physical ice thickness. (b) Scatterplot

of standard deviation of physical ice thickness vs difference between

the averages of physical and thermal ice thickness for AMSR-E

footprints. The cases of CIPS $ 95% and CIPS , 95% are shown by

filled and open circles, respectively, and the case of the snowfall

condition is shown by crosses. Red and blue colors in (b) indicate

daytime and nighttime data, respectively. The black solid curve is

obtained by least squares fitting.
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by thermal ice thickness matches well with the local

relationship (gray solid lines in Figs. 6 and 7) for all

channels. In the case of the 36-GHz channel, the in situ

observation by Hwang et al. (2007), where R37 is con-

verted to R36 in accordance withMartin et al. (2005) and

then converted to PR36, is also consistent with the re-

lationship (diamond symbols in Fig. 7b). A good agree-

ment between local and bulk relationships suggests that

the thermal ice thickness, which can be estimated from

the PR value, is suitable as a representative thickness

of the nonuniform sea ice cover.

b. Evaluation and improvement of the algorithm for
thin ice type classification

Figure 8 shows bulk relationships between PR value

and thermal ice thickness for AMSR-E 36- and 89-GHz

channels obtained by this study and previous studies.

The results of this study (black solid curves) are very

close to those obtained by Nihashi and Ohshima (2015)

and Nakata et al. (2019) (green and purple solid curves,

respectively), while, significantly different from those

obtained by Martin et al. (2005) and Iwamoto et al.

(2013) (magenta and orange solid curves, respectively).

It has been shown that the active frazil with a certain PR

value is considerably thinner than the thin solid ice with

the same PR value (the bulk relationship for active frazil

is indicated by purple dashed curve in Fig. 8a), and thus

the discrepancies in the PR–hi relationships among

previous algorithms can be explained by the differ-

ence in presence of active frazil (Nakata et al. 2019).

In previous studies, the PR–hi relationship was obtained

without considering the thin ice type. Thus, previous

algorithms are expected to over or underestimate the

thermal ice thickness due to fluctuations in the active

frazil controlled by weather conditions. This is themain

reason why a universal thin ice thickness algorithm con-

sidering the thin ice type is required for better quan-

tification of polynya variability and associated sea ice

production.

An AMSR-E algorithm for detection of active frazil

in Antarctic coastal polynyas was developed using PR36

and GR8936V (Nakata et al. 2019), where GR8936V de-

notes the gradient ratio of brightness temperature at ver-

tically polarized 36- and 89-GHz channels and is defined

as (TB89V 2 TB36V)/(TB89V 1 TB36V). When the value

FIG. 6. Scatterplots of PR values observed by AMSR-E (PROBS)

and predicted from the physical ice thickness distribution (PRPRE).

Results of (a) 19-, (b) 36-, and (c) 89-GHz channel data are shown.

The gray solid line is the relational expression between the PR

 
value and ice thickness such that PRPRE and PROBS in the case of

CIPS $ 95% (blue filled circles) are best matched. The case of

CIPS , 95% is depicted by open circles with their color indicating

the range ofCIPS, and the case of the snowfall condition is shown by

crosses.
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of PR36 is larger than 0.05 and the discriminant function

of Gf(PR36, GR8936V) 5 2193PR36 1 1002GR8936V 2
0.7 is larger than 0, that pixel is classified as active frazil.

This method is effective for Antarctic coastal polynyas,

where the active frazil extends to a relatively large

area. Meanwhile, in the small-scale coastal polynya off

Sakhalin, active frazil area is usually mixed with thin

solid ice area at the spatial scale of the AMSR-E foot-

print, as shown in the case of lowerCIPS. A scatterplot of

PR36 and GR8936V at the mooring site (Fig. 9a) shows

that such mixed areas of active frazil and thin solid ice

(hereinafter, defined as mixed ice) are classified as thin

solid ice in this method. However, since the mixed ice

is obviously thinner than the thin solid ice at the same

PR value (Fig. 7), this classification method results in

overestimation of thermal ice thickness for small-scale

coastal polynyas.

We classify the coastal polynya area into three ice

types—active frazil, thin solid ice, and mixed ice—

through modification of the algorithm of Nakata et al.

(2019) by employing GR8919V. Figure 9b shows the scat-

terplot of PR36 and GR8919V at the mooring site. Since

GR8919V is highly sensitive to the type of sea ice as

shown by the ice-tank experiment (Shokr et al. 2009),

active frazil/mixed ice and thin solid ice (lower and

higher CIPS cases, respectively) can be separated well

by using PR36 and GR8919V. We carried out linear dis-

criminant analysis and defined the discriminant function

ofGs(PR36, GR8919V) 5 295PR36 1 844GR8919V 2 11.6

as the line that best discriminates between cases of

CIPS $ 95% and CIPS , 25% (representatives of thin

solid ice and mixed ice, respectively). The specific clas-

sification method is as follows. First, when PR36 . 0.05

and Gs(PR36, GR8919V) . 0.0, the pixel is classified as

mixed ice or active frazil, and the other case is classified

as thin solid ice. Second, discrimination between active

frazil and mixed ice is carried out by using PR36 and

GR8936V, following the protocol in Nakata et al. (2019).

Thereby, we can classify the polynya area into three ice

types. Table 1 summarizes the result of this classifica-

tion of thin ice type for each range ofCIPS. Although the

number of samples for the case of lower CIPS is not

large, and CIPS does not necessarily mean the frac-

tion of thin sold ice within the AMSR-E footprint, the

classification adequately depends on the value of CIPS.

Larger CIPS corresponds well to a higher percentage of

FIG. 7. Scatterplots of PR value observed by AMSR-E (PROBS)

and IPS thermal ice thickness ht. Symbols and their coloring are the

same as those in Fig. 6, and the diamonds indicate the results of in

situ observation byHwang et al. (2007). The black solid curve is the

 
bulk PR–ht relationship for the case of CIPS $ 95%, and the gray

solid curve is the local PR–hi relationship, corresponding to the

gray solid line in Fig. 6.
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thin solid ice. However, the rate of misclassifying thin

solid ice (case of high CIPS) as active frazil is signifi-

cantly larger in snowfall conditions (cross symbols in

Fig. 9). This may be due to the influence of snow cover

on microwave radiation at the sea ice surface. Therefore,

the present method cannot be applied to the snowfall

condition. With this exception, the classification method

using PR36, GR8936V, and GR8919V is considered to be

effective.

c. Application of the improved thin ice thickness
algorithm to the Sakhalin coastal polynya

We improved the thin ice thickness algorithm, pro-

viding higher versatility compared to that in previous

studies, by the direct comparison betweenAMSR-E and

mooring-based sea ice data. In this subsection, we apply

the algorithm to the Sakhalin coastal polynya during

the winter of 2003. Figure 10a shows the time series of

FIG. 8. Comparison of thin ice thickness algorithms for AMSR-E. Bulk relationship between PR value and

thermal ice thickness for (a) 36- and (b) 89-GHz channels, obtained by this study is shown by black, and those of

previous studies are shown by green (Nihashi and Ohshima 2015: NO15), orange (Iwamoto et al. 2013: IW13), and

magenta (Martin et al. 2005: MA05). Purple solid and dashed curves (Nakata et al. 2019: NA19) indicate bulk

relationships for thin solid ice and active frazil, respectively.

FIG. 9. Results of thin ice type classification fromAMSR-E data at the mooring site. Scatterplots of (a) PR36 vs

GR8936V and (b) PR36 vs GR8919V are shown. Symbols and coloring are the same as those in Fig. 6. Red and blue

shaded areas are classified as active frazil and thin solid ice, respectively. The discriminant function for active frazil

in (a) is obtained by Nakata et al. (2019), and that for thin solid ice in (b) is obtained by the linear discriminant

analysis for best discrimination of the cases of CIPS $ 95% (blue filled circles) and CIPS , 25% (red open circles).
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thermal ice thickness at the mooring site obtained from

Eqs. (10), (11), and (12) for PR19 (cyan line), PR36

(yellow line), and PR89 (magenta line), respectively.

These three values basically show good agreement with

each other, except in the cases of thicker ice and under

the snowfall condition. Since the case of thicker ice of

.0.2m is beyond the scope of our thin ice thickness al-

gorithm, it is not considered here. Meanwhile, proper

handling is required for the estimation of ice thickness

from the AMSR-E data under the snowfall condition. In

that case, the higher-frequency channel shows larger

thickness, which can be explained by the penetration

depth. The 89-GHz channel data with a smaller pene-

tration depth is more affected by the snow on the ice

surface, causing the overestimation of thermal ice thick-

ness. It is also necessary to consider land contamination

for themapping of the ice thickness. Since the PRvalue at

the land surface is much smaller than that at the sea ice

surface, the ice thickness obtained from AMSR-E at the

pixel including land is overestimated. Such land con-

tamination has the greatest influence on the 19-GHz

channel with a larger footprint, and the least influence

on the 89-GHz channel. Therefore, for estimation of

thermal ice thickness, we compare three values obtained

from 19-, 36-, and 89-GHz data and adopt the thinnest.

This allows us to minimize the overestimation due to

snowfall and land contamination.

Next, we propose a derivation method of thin ice thick-

ness, taking account of classification of three ice types. The

PR–hi relationship for active frazil in the Antarctic coastal

polynyas was proposed by Nakata et al. (2019), based on

the comparison with the ice thickness obtained from

MODIS infrared images. In this study, we assumed that

this relationship is commonly applicable to active frazil

in any sea ice areas, and we used this to estimate the ice

thickness when the pixel is classified as active frazil. On

the other hand, mixed ice is difficult to handle because

its PR–hi relationship depends on how thin solid ice and

active frazil are mixed within the footprint. We introduce

an ad hoc assumption that mixed ice exhibits an inter-

mediate relationship between active frazil and thin solid

ice. Namely, the thickness of mixed ice with a certain

PR value is obtained as the average of the thicknesses of

active frazil and thin solid ice corresponding to that

PR value. The ice thickness obtained by this method is

shown by black solid lines in Fig. 10 and is compared with

the IPS thermal ice thickness (Fig. 10b). As shown in

Fig. 10b, AMSR-E and IPS thermal ice thicknesses show

good agreement with each other, even in cases of active

frazil and mixed ice (indicated by red and green bars,

respectively), validating the method for estimating the

thickness of mixed ice, as well as that of active frazil.

Figure 11 shows a scatterplot ofAMSR-E and IPS thermal

ice thicknesses. The root-mean-square error between the

AMSR-E ice thickness and IPS thermal ice thickness ex-

cluding (including) the snowfall cases is 0.047m (0.048m)

TABLE 1. Ratio of three ice types for each range of CIPS from the

ice type classification by the algorithm.

Number of samples (ratio of classification)

Thin solid ice Mixed ice Active frazil

0.95 # CIPS # 1.00 54 (89%) 5 (8%) 2 (3%)

0.75 # CIPS , 0.95 41 (82%) 7 (14%) 2 (4%)

0.50 # CIPS , 0.75 11 (69%) 3 (19%) 2 (12%)

0.25 # CIPS , 0.50 3 (37%) 5 (63%) 0 (0%)

0.00 # CIPS , 0.25 0 (0%) 5 (83%) 1 (17%)

Snowfall condition 25 (78%) 1 (3%) 6 (19%)

FIG. 10. Time series of sea ice thicknesses at the mooring site. Cyan, yellow, and magenta

solid lines indicate the ice thicknesses obtained from PR19, PR36, and PR89 by using Eqs. (10),

(11), and (12), respectively. The black solid line indicates the ice thickness obtained from the

improved thin ice thickness algorithm considering the ice type. IPS thermal ice thickness is

shown by the same symbols as those in Fig. 6. The gray shading indicates the timings of

snowfall near the mooring site. Red and green bars in the top indicate the periods of active

frazil and mixed ice, respectively, by the algorithm.
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for 81 cases (87 cases) in the range of ht # 0.1m, and

0.063m (0.070m) for 30 cases (40 cases) in the range of

0.1m , ht # 0.2m. These results suggest that our im-

proved algorithm is capable of estimating the thermal ice

thickness with practical accuracy by introducing classifi-

cation of the three ice types.

Finally, we showmapping results of ice thickness using

our improved algorithm. Figures 12 and 13 show two

examples, taken on 17 February 2003 and 29 December

2002, respectively. In the 17 February case, when thin

solid ice is predominant (Fig. 12a), the AMSR-E ice

thickness obtained from our algorithm is almost the

same as that not considering the thin ice type (Figs. 12b,c),

which also shows good agreement with the ice thickness

obtained fromMODISdata (Fig. 12d).On the other hand,

in the 29 December case, the thin ice type classification

shows that mixed ice is predominant in one part of the

coastal polynya (Fig. 13a). Even in this case, the overesti-

mation seen in the previous algorithm is solved by consid-

ering the thin ice type, and the obtained thickness agrees

well with theMODIS ice thickness (Figs. 13b–d).Although

our algorithm contains an ad hoc assumption, it provides

significantly better estimates for the thermal ice thickness

than previous algorithms, which consider only thin solid ice.

4. Concluding remarks

This paper takes on the challenge to elucidate how

a satellite-based passive microwave radiometer with a

footprint of several or tens of kilometers captures the

nonuniform sea ice cover. To this end, we have created

a pseudospatial series of sea ice thickness distribution by

combining the time series of sea ice thickness with sea

ice drift velocity and achieved the direct comparison

between AMSR-E data and sea ice thickness distribu-

tion within the AMSR-E footprint. The pseudospatial

series indicate that sea ice thickness deviates from uni-

formity to some extent, even in polynya areas.

The comparison between AMSR-E data and observed

ice thickness distribution was carried out by two different

ways. One way is to search for the best relational ex-

pression between the PR value and physical ice thick-

ness, such that the PR value derived from that relational

expression and averaged over all the segments of ice

thickness data within the footprint (PRPRE), matches

with the PR value observed by AMSR-E (PROBS).

Such a relational expression can be regarded as the local

PR–hi relationship, which is observed in an individual

ice floe by the in situ observation (Hwang et al. 2007).

Another way is to calculate the bulk thermal ice thick-

ness for nonuniform sea ice cover within the AMSR-E

footprint as a target physical quantity using the heat

budget analysis and compare it with the observed PR

value. This corresponds to the same method as that of

the previous thin ice thickness algorithms. The results

of these two methods show good agreement between

the local and bulk PR–hi relationships. This can be

explained by the high sensitivity of both the PR value

and thermal ice thickness to the thinner portion of the

nonuniform sea ice cover. The thermal ice thickness,

obtainable from the PR value regardless of the uniform

or nonuniform sea ice condition, is an appropriate

physical quantity for the calculation of heat fluxes and

accordingly sea ice production in ice-covered oceans. The

present study asserts the validity of previous thin ice

thickness algorithms that estimate thermal ice thick-

ness in coastal polynya areas. On the other hand, since

thermal ice thickness is not the arithmetic mean of the

physical ice thickness, and the algorithm contains a cer-

tain error, it is not appropriate to calculate the volume of

sea ice and its variation using thin ice thickness obtained

from the algorithm.

Results shown in this paper are likewise valuable in

terms of exhibiting the capabilities and limitations of the

thin ice thickness algorithm for the satellite-based pas-

sive microwave radiometer. Since previous algorithms

have been developed using the thermal ice thickness ob-

tained only from nighttime and clear-sky infrared data,

it was impossible to evaluate the bias due to obser-

vational timing and weather conditions. Comparison

with the mooring data enables us to evaluate such

biases, demonstrating that there is no significant bias

FIG. 11. Scatterplot of sea ice thickness obtained from AMSR-E

data using the improved thin ice thickness algorithm vs IPS thermal

ice thickness at the mooring site. Symbols and coloring are the

same as those in Fig. 6.
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caused by observational timing in the determination

of thermal ice thickness (Fig. 5). Although the bias due

to weather conditions was corrected using a simple ra-

diative transfer model (Wentz and Meissner 2000), a

relatively large uncertainty still remains in the estima-

tion of thermal ice thickness under the snowfall condi-

tion. This is likely because of the snow cover altering

the characteristics of microwave radiation at the top of

the ice surface.

One of the key points in improving the thin ice thick-

ness algorithm is to classify the type of thin ice in coastal

polynyas. In previous studies, a different PR–hi rela-

tionship depending on individual oceans has been used

for the thin ice thickness algorithm, implying the ab-

sence of a globally applicable algorithm. Recently, it was

pointed out that such discrepancies can be explained by

differences in the dominant type of thin sea ice (Nakata

et al. 2019). In the case of larger CIPS, where thin solid

FIG. 12. Spatial distribution of (a) thin ice type classification, (b) thin ice thickness esti-

mated without the ice type classification, (c) thin ice thickness estimated with the ice type

classification, and (d)MODIS ice thickness, at 1559UTC 17 Feb 2003. Thin ice types of active

frazil, mixed ice, thin solid ice, and thick solid ice are shown by red, orange, green, and cyan in

(a), respectively.
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ice may be dominant, the obtained PR–hi relationship

is very close to those obtained from the in situ obser-

vation in the Arctic Ocean (Hwang et al. 2007) and

satellite-based observations in the Antarctic coastal

polynya (Nihashi and Ohshima 2015; Nakata et al.

2019). In this study, we have also evaluated the algo-

rithm for detection of active frazil (Nakata et al. 2019)

using the mooring data, and then modified it to classify

the polynya areas into three ice type areas of active

frazil, thin solid ice, and mixed ice. Introducing such

ice type classification enhances the efficacy of esti-

mation of the thermal ice thickness even for a coastal

polynya with a relatively small area of active frazil.

Therefore, our improved thin ice thickness algorithm

has higher versatility, which may be applicable to the

global sea ice area.

FIG. 13. Spatial distribution of (a) thin ice type classification, (b) thin ice thickness esti-

mated without the ice type classification, (c) thin ice thickness estimated with the ice type

classification, and (d)MODIS ice thickness, at 1611UTC 29Dec 2002. Thin ice types of active

frazil, mixed ice, thin solid ice, and thick solid ice are shown by red, orange, green, and cyan in

(a), respectively. The openwater area (dark blue) is derived from theEnhancedNASA-Team

(NT2) sea ice concentration algorithm (Markus and Cavalieri 2000).
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The findings of this study are expected to be applica-

ble to the SSM/I data, at least from 1992 onward, when

85-GHz channel data became available. Since SSM/I

has a larger footprint than AMSR-E, inclusion of the

mixed ice category is necessary even for a large coastal

polynya. Thereby, considering the formation of frazil

ice, we can describe the interannual variation and long-

term trends in the polynya activity and sea ice pro-

duction more accurately. This would lead to a better

quantitative evaluation of heat/salt budgets and forma-

tion of DSW in polar oceans, and therefore contribute to

understanding of the global climate system.
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